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"Why The Weight? Dare To Become Great! The author's incredible strategies incorporate the
entire person--body, brain and spirit." by Jean Krueger separates itself from all other weight-loss
books out there. Many of the factors behind weight gain are buried deep in the recesses of your
brain and spirit. By addressing core issues, visitors are compelled to dust off their dreams and
dare to be great on all amounts. Jean's amazing success tale was originally presented in
"Reinventing Yourself With The Duchess Of York" a recently available best seller by Sarah
Ferguson, the Duchess of York. Jean Krueger is definitely well-qualified to writer this book. Her
60-pound weight-loss achievement is certainly a testament to the energy of the human spirit
when confronted with true adversity. Jean's step-by-stage secrets are endorsed by many famous
people, including: Richard Simmons, Artwork Linkletter, Mark Victor Hansen and Ken Blanchard.
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A Feast for the Soul Filled up with inspirational tips and ideas, Why The Weight--Dare to become
Great! My self esteem fell to an all time low. For anybody who has attempted to lose weight (and
that contains just about everyone), you will be guaranteed success by scanning this book. From
the occasional tip, such as 'Eat asparagus and cantaloupe the day before your weigh-in---they
are organic diuretics' to 'Buy a dog--they are exercise machines with locks', you will laugh,
become informed and delighted, and inspired to find yourself in action and to your local weight-
loss firm to observe those pounds come off. I have already been fairly diligent. I've been on a
plateau lately and was considering heading downstairs for a little slice of left-over pumpkin pie
from Thanksgiving. Dynamic Speaker Just attended a workshop featuring Jean Krueger and was
sincerely motivated after hearing her speak that I purchased this book. After reading Jean's
publication, I now recognize that I've been guilty of the nibble syndrome--eating without
recording---and I can quickly skip that pie. I know that her tips provides me back again to the
ultimate weight-loss goal that I am craving. This book is for everyone---those starting their
weight-loss journey, those thinking about beginning, and the intermediates like myself who
haven't quite reached their goals. In addition, it's an inspirational shot in the arm. Jean uses
authors Don Miguel Ruiz, Stephen Covey, Harvey MacKay and Dr. Wayne Dyer, along with her
own tales and information to uplift. A very informative guidebook which clarified many things
We heard before but wasn't sure these were true. This publication is crucial for anyone who
would like to end up being spurred to positive action. It helped me overcome my mental prevent
I had for fat loss. Dare to become Great! and similar searching questions which will create the
new, goal-directed you.and help to make good choices much of the time. It is a book to be read
over and once more, to end up being savored and appreciated.Marilyn Gibson,.. This book is the
answer you have been searching for in your search for a better life. why the weight? I'd
encourage others that want to get a postive way to approach weight loss to hear her message.
I've the honor of understanding Jean Krueger and she walks her chat by her example and her
existence experiences. Why the Weight? Why the Fat? Dare to End up being Great!My mantra is
becoming, "I am determined to take back my existence. I have already been eating plenty of
vegetables and fruits, staying away from white rice, staying away from white bread, and working
out along with taking in these healthy foods. Krueger's reserve for the next time and each time I
find a lot more helpful information. I will know. Follow her plan as well as your life will
modification, along with your fat. I highly recommend this publication to anyone who would like
to learn effective methods to eat and still have the ability to eat and not starve yourself to make
an effort to keep the weight loss off. She handed me this book and it caused me to change my
entire life. Dare to Be Great! For those of us who have weight problems, it should be in a obvious
spot to use as a way of life.. I believe that the very best gift we can provide ourselves and others
is definitely to function toward perfect wellness. WHERE would I love to go? I have joined up
with a quilting guild and used an adult education sewing class. She's got some profound losses
in her existence like the deaths of both parents and 3 brothers..... I eat out on a regular basis.but
she expands the concept of "loss" to the areas as well.A second point is Krueger's philosophy
that weight loss is not only about the pounds. It is about adding things into your life. Thank you,
Jean! No zest. Food was an easy answer to both losses. She urges you to examine your
existence. Besides, I deserved it and it made me experience better.In my life, I experienced "loss"
of self esteem when I was struggling to balance the stress of being a perfectionist at the job and
trying to be a wife and mother at home. I finished up taking a transfer to be able to survive and
experienced embarrassed and ashamed because I hadn't been able to handle it all. is usually a
feast for the soul. Ultimately I retired and again felt the "loss" of an exhausting but exciting



career.Later, I fell from a ladder and suffered a debilitating injury which put me in medication
and laid me up for greater than a calendar year. No joy of living. Take on new challenges and
make a list of things you should do and begin doing them step-by-step.... It's a spiritual
approach to weight reduction, and it's like nothing out there. temporarily.We reached a point
when We felt my entire life was over. I became depressed and discouraged and withdrew from
close friends and activities.Weight has been a problem all my life. I have tried many diet
programs and the scale has yoyo'd up and down. But when I found this book and started
reading it, I wrote in my own journal, "could this actually be enough time?" Put simply, could I not
merely take off the excess weight but resume a meaningful lifestyle? is definitely the answer to
achieving that objective." I have lost 10% of my body weight, am about half way to my objective
and am doing more things and enjoying them a lot more than I have for years. I am again in
touch with old friends and am assisting to program a reunion of current and retired employees..
The 51 fat-busting foods described in her book keep me satisfied, healthy and slim.. You are
given practical instructions to get going on the behavior modification which will lead to success.
I walk alot and go to the gym several occasions a week and my husband and I have completed
several 5K fund raisers. In this book, Jean Krueger talks about eating in response to "loss". I am
in training as a volunteer for the American Crimson Cross. As a moderately-successful weight-
reduction person (I've lost 36 pounds so far), I found Jean Krueger's publication for a boost...but
not perfect. For me, I no longer search for the "quick fix" to lose excess weight. Weight control is
now more a transformation of mind set and life style and I owe my motivation to Jean Krueger
and her insightful reserve. Testimonial for Jean Krueger WHY THE WEIGHT? DARE TO Become
GREAT! is like reading a Bible for individuals who want to lose excess weight. It is therefore
inspirational that it ought to be kept from a table to read and reread when one needs to be
reminded of the large number of concepts offered the readers. and place them into actions. Its
contents are a lot more than any reader could ever expect, without a page of disappointment.
Connie Nanasy, author of: Roamin' Around Planet Earth and Love and Betrayal in Texas Best
Book on Weight Loss This book helped me soooooo much.. Thank you, Jean An Inspiration Jean
is an amazing woman and an inspiration to all or any. She is someone who has walked the walk.
Her guidance is on focus on. She actually is compassionate but shoots straight. Jean's book is
normally representative of who she is-a female who wants to share her achievement with food
and life with everyone. She is an excellent lady who gets the tenacity and the perseverance to
accomplish her goals. I have been following her plan for a year now. I have lost 50 pounds, in
spite of losing two important people. I handled the grief the proper way -not eating my method
through it. Many thanks for everything, Jean. Those last ten pounds have been eluding me. She
actually is truly a inspiration and I anticipate reading even more about her approach to weight
loss. I have read Ms. Excellent Book Jean Krueger was just what I need to get yourself started
my weight loss journey. It is a workbook where you consider Universal questions, such as for
example WHO would I love to become? It helped me conquer a few of my past emotions I
haven't dealth with that was producing me feel poor about myself. I cannot say enough about
this book. This book is a MUST READ! My doctor warned me I was I coronary attack waiting to
happen. If you are prepared to take the methods to getting healthier and happier, browse the
words of Why the Pounds? I love "Skinny Jean's Jumpstart Soup Recipe" and I eliminate 5
pounds each time I make it. I dropped 50 pounds and I feel great! In fact, I am happier now than
I have ever been in my life. It not merely got me to lose weight, but when that occurred, it caused
my brain and my spirit to soar.. When you are over weight, you have no energy. The procedure
for successful eating once and for all health.: Dare to end up being great! In addition, she is a



fountain of knowledge on every food and its own qualities. Would recommend this book for
anybody truly interested in following a realistic plan to lose excess weight and keep it off.
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